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Most English adjectives take on the suffixes -er and -est as they journey from their 
base forms to their comparative and superlative incarnations, as in smart smarter smartest 
and funny funnier funniest. Some intrepid logologists have created sequences of unrelated 
words that look like adjectival progressions but aren't. 
The adventure of fabricating illusory sequences of adjectives is fraught with near 
misses (which are, of course, really "near hits"). PRY PRIOR PRIEST and MOLE 
MOLAR MOLEST come so close, except that their comparative forms lack the crucial - 
ER suffix. SHOULD SHOULDER looks so promising, but SHOULDEST doesn't deliver 
as a superlative. DETER DETEST and INFER INFEST are pyrotechnic comparatives and 
superlatives, but DET and INF don't work as base words. 
Still, we may capture three clever impostors: 
BEE BEER BEEST 
PER PEST 
TEMP TEMPER TEMPEST 
Triads of irregular verbs lend themselves much more generatively to the letter 
play of illusory patterns. 
English verbs fall into two great classes: regular and irregular. Most verbs are 
regular, forming their past and present perfect tenses by adding -d, -ed, or t, as in I walk. I 
walked. I have walked. I bend. I bent. I have bent. Irregular verbs, in contrast, go back in 
time through internal vowel changes, as in begin (present tense) began (past tense) begun 
(present perfect tense), sing sang sung, see saw seen, and write wrote written. 
In our cobbling together of illusory patterns for irregular verbs, we have adhered 
to three rubrics: 
(1) All three words in the illusory pattern must share the last letters of the original 
verbs. At the heart of logology is the accidence of letters, not the similarity of sound. In 
fact, divergences of sound are welcomed, as long as the last letters remain identical to the 
original model. Homophones are thus excluded, as in rise rose risenlPRIZE PROSE 
PRISON and take took takenlBAKE BOOK BACON. We felt that if homophony were 
allowed, the number of illusory patterns would expand uncontrollably and the integrity of 
the category would be breached. 
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(2) The illusory pattern must reflect a sequence of three different verb forms. 
Leaping off from triads of only two forms, such as cling clung clunglDING DUNG 
DUNG and bring brought brought/SING SOUGHT SOUGHT, is just too easy and drab. 
Single-form triads of the COST COST COST and SET SET SET type are, of course, also 
barred. 
(3) The three components may not include related verb forms, such as eat ate 
eatenlBEAT BATE BEATEN and drive drove drivenlSTRIVE STROVE STRIVEN. 
Like the hunt for illusory adjectives, the quest for highly irregular verbs is fraught 
with false starts: fall fell fallenlBALL BELL and tread trod troddenlREAD ROD 
burst from the starting blocks but lack acceptable superlatives. Freeze froze 
frozen1 DOZE DOZEN and strike struck stricken1 CHUCK CHICKEN, 
SUCK SICKEN end spectacularly but lack corresponding base forms, and begin 
began begunlSHIN ----- SHUN and prove provedproven/COVE COVEN fall flat 
in the comparative department. 
But patience is richly rewarded in this enterprise. Take the most irregular of all 
English verbs--are were been. Although we're not happy that we had to resort to two 
rather rare words, we offer PARE PERE PEEN. 
Now the stage is set for the revelation of and additional fifty highly irregular 
verbs: 
PRESENT PAST PRESENT 
PERFECT 
begin began begun BIN BAN BUN 
FIN FAN FUN 
PIN PAN PUN 
TIN TAN TUN 
bite bit bitten KITE KIT KITTEN 
break broke broken TEAK TOKE TOKEN 
do did done BO BID BONE 
HO HID HONE 
LO LID LONE 
0 ID ONE 
draw drew drawn PAW PEW PAWN 
drink drank drunk CLINK CLANK CLUNK 
DINK DANK DUNK 
SKINK SKANK SKUNK 
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fly flew flown CRY 
DRY 
MY 
Y 
CREW 
DREW 
MEW 
EW 
CROWN 
DROWN 
MOWN 
OWN 
BENT 
DENT 
LENT 
TENT 
BONE 
DONE 
LONE 
TONE 
go went gone 
BROW 
CROW 
OW 
BREW 
CREW 
EW 
BROWN 
CROWN 
OWN 
grow grew grown 
lie lay lain FIE 
PIE 
FAY 
PAY 
FAIN 
PAIN 
ring rang rung BING 
DING 
TING 
BANG 
DANG 
TANG 
BUNG 
DUNG 
TUNG 
PEE PAW PEEN see saw seen 
show showed shown OWED OWN 
slay slew slain 
(the most generative triad) 
BRAY 
DRAY 
FAY 
GRAY 
MAY 
PAY 
SPAY 
STAY 
STRAY 
BREW 
DREW 
FEW 
GREW 
MEW 
PEW 
SPEW 
STEW 
STREW 
BRAIN 
DRAIN 
FAIN 
GRAIN 
MAIN 
PAIN 
SPAIN 
STAIN 
STRAIN 
swim swam swum HIM 
RIM 
SCRIM 
SLIM 
HAM 
RAM 
SCRAM 
SLAM 
HUM 
RUM 
SCRUM 
SLUM 
BEAR 
PEAR 
BORE 
PORE 
BORN 
PORN 
tear tore torn 
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wake woke wolten TAKE TOICE TOICEN 
write wrote written MITE MOTE MITTEN 
We challenge WORD WAYS readers to construct illusory patterns for verbal 
triads such as beget begat begotten, choose chose chosen, drive drove driven, eat ate 
eaten, fall, fell fallen, forbid forbade forbidden, freeze froze frozen, get got gotten, give 
gave given, hide hid hidden, prove provedproven, ride rode ridden, rise rose risen, and 
sew sewed sewn. 
HIYA, ED ! 
STEVE ICAHAN 
Hollis Hills, New York 
A collage of colleges is camouflaged within the universe of universities presented in the 
twenty-question exam that follows. Simply extract a letter from each word in the list, implant 
another in its place, and scramble the resulting collection of characters to reveal the requisite 
institute of advanced learning. To wit, ORALLY would become BAYLOR upon rearrangement 
after "B" replaces one of the "L"s. 
Score five points for each correctly-identified campus. Now open your test booklets and 
get started! 
A C E T Y L A T E  
A N K L E T  
A R M B A N D  
A T H E I S M  
B U L I M I A C  
B U R E A U  
C O L O N E L  
D E B O N A I R  
D U M P E R  
E I G H T H  
G A M B O L I N G  
H A R A S S  
I N S P E C T O R  
M O N O C L E  
O M E L E T  
P O L E C A T  
R E N E W A L S  
R O T U N D A S  
S U R G E R Y  
T I M B E R L A N D  
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